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b) -539 c) -536 4. The precursor to this integrator -63? a) -62 b) -64 c) -615. Which of the data integers, more than the others? -8 and 8 a) -8 b) 86. Find the amount of data of two integrators: -2 and -5 a) -7 b) 7 c) -8 d) -67. Find the amount of 24 and -12? (a) 14 b) 12 (c) 158. Which of the following numbers will make the
equation complete. 11 - -4 - 17 - -4 a) b) zlt;9. Subtraction: 18 - 8 a) 15 b) 10 c) 1710. Subtraction: (10) (-18) a) -28 b) 28 (c) -8 d) 811. Subtraction: (- 15) - ( 13) a) -28 b) 28 c) 2 d) -212. Multiply (2) x ( 3) x ( 5) x ( 6) a) 160 b) 90 c) 180 d) 20013. Multiply (4) by (-7). a) -24 b) 28 c) -32 d) -28 14. Which of the the numbers
will make the equation complete: -15 x - -15 a) -15 b) 15 g) 1 d) 015. Divide (-35) on (-7) a) 5 b) -5 c) -7 d) 716. Divide (25) by (-5) a) 5 b) -5 in) 4 g) -4Integers Leaf for Class 6 SolutionsSolution 1A Integrator discrete/full number or number without any faction. Integrators can be negative or positive. So we can say that
any number from 1,2,3,4.... Or from -1,-2,-3... they are all integrators. Thus, in this case the only discrete number or number without a fraction is -12 Therefore, the integrator is -12 Correct response - c) -12Decis 2Guarded integer value is the numerical value of the integer, regardless of its mark. In this case, -78 is
spelled as -78 equal to a 78 sign called the Fashion Sign. Mod is used to make the number positive if the number is negative. The mod of the positive number remains positive. Thus, the absolute value will be 78Decis 3Remnik of any number (including Integers ) will be a number that is 1 more than the number, or
comes after that number in the number of lines So, we have to add 1 to the integer to find his successor. In this case, -538 No. 1 - -537 So, the successor to this number -537 Correct answer - a) -537 Solution 4 Predecessor of any number (including integers) will be a number that is one less than the number, or comes
earlier than this number in the number line So, we have to subtract 1 from the given integer to find its predecessor. -63 - 1 - -64 So, the precursor to the integer is -64Correct response - b) -64Decis 5We know that positive integers are always greater, than negative integers, no matter how much larger, negative figure
from positive integers Among the two data integers, -8 is a negative integer, while 8 is a positive integer So, the more integer is 8 Correct response - b) 8Read 8While 6Decising two integers with the same sign, we add their values, regardless of their attributes, and the amount of them, give a total of. In this case, we first
add the values of the two integrators, regardless of the negative sign: 2 and 5 and 7 Now we assign a common answer sign, in this case the common trait is - So, the amount is -2 and -5 -7 Correct answer - a) -7Decis 7The we have to add two integers with different traits (one positive and the other negative), we find
their difference, regardless of their signs, and give a sign integer value with greater value for such a difference. In this case, First, we find the difference in this integers i.e., 24 - 12 and 12 Now, we would assign a sign of a greater integer to the result. В этом случае, 24 &gt; 12 и знак 24 является (я) Таким образом,
сумма 24 и -12 составляет 12 или 12Корект ответ - б) 12Решение 8Если &lt; b Затем, (a q) &lt; (b q) где, c любой integer. In this case, no 11 b - c -4 Here, 11 zlt; 17 So, 11 - -4 qlt; 17 - -4 So, the correct answer is the answer Alternative method: L.H.S: 11 (-4 ) - 11 - 4 - 7 R.H.S: 17 (-4 ) - 17 - 4 and 13 So, 7 zlt; 13
Thus, 11 -4 qlt; 17 - -4 Correct Answer - b) qlt;Solution 9 In order to subtract a smaller cent of the higher prices, where both centners are positive, we subtract a smaller centurion from a higher centner, and give a positive sign of difference. So, first, we subtract a smaller price from higher prices. 18 - 8 and 10 Now, we
assign a positive sign to the result i.e., Nos. 10 or 10 Hence, 18 - 8 and 10 Correct response - b) 10Decis 10The we subtract a negative integer from a positive integer, then, we add two numbers. Since, 10 is positive and 18 is negative We just add two Integers, ignoring their marks: No 18 - 10 - 28 or No28 Hence, ( 10 ) -



(-18) - No28 or 28 Correct Answer - b) 28 Solution 11Thtime we deduct a positive integer from a negative integer, we add two numbers and give a negative sign to it. Since, - 15 is negative and 13 is positive We just add two Integers, ignoring their marks: - 15 - 13 - 28 and assign a negative mark to the result, i.e. -28
Hence, (-15) - (13) - -28Correct response - a) -28Decis 12If multiplied by more than two positive integrators, with each other at the same time, the result is always positive. Since, 2, 3, 5 and 6 are positive integers. We simply multiply the integrators: 2 x 3 x 5 x 6 x 180 and add a positive sign to the result of 180 So, 2 x 3
x 5 x 6 - 180 Correct response - in) 180Decision 13Myltylication of one positive and one negative integer always leads to a negative integer. In order to multiply the positive integer and negative integer, we just multiply the two numbers and add a negative sign to it. Since 4 is positive and -7 is negative. We simply
multiply the two integrators by ignoring their marks: 4 x 7 and 28 and add a negative mark to the result - 28 x -7 -28 Correct Response - d) -28Decis 14Multiplicative Identity of the Integrator '1'. When we multiply any positive or negative integer by 1 the answer is the same, only integer. In a generalized form, for any
integrator 'a' x 1 and 1 x a a in this equation, we have : -15 x -15 On comparison, generalized form and given equation we get: -15 Using the equation, x 1 x 1 x and therefore -15 x 1 - -15 So, answer 1Correct response - in) 1Spreservation 15Division two negative integers is always positive integer. In order to split the
two negative integers we just split the two numbers and add a positive sign to it. Since as -35 and -7 are negative. We simply divide the two integrators by ignoring their signs: 35 ÷ 7 and 5 Add a positive sign to the result i.e., No 5 Hence ( -35) ÷ (-7) - 5 or Answer - a) 5Decis 16Division as opposed to (positive and
negative) integer is always a negative integer. In order to divide the positive integer on the negative integer or negative integer positive integer we always get a negative integer. Since , (25) is positive and -5 is negative. We simply divide the two integrators, ignoring their signs: ( 25 ) ÷ 5 and 5 Add a negative mark to the
result i.e. - 5 hence ( 25 ) ÷ (-5) autobahn police simulator 2 apk download android
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